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About This Game

Blind Boris is a survival horror about a blind person. The character arrives to the hospice and 2 weeks later strange things start
to happen. Staff disappears, terrible sounds are heard outside, exit doors are tightly locked but aggressive visitors enter the

building.

Mechanics:
• The player sees what Boris knows, relying on smell, hearing and memory.
• Resources are limited, and they can be found by smell or specific sounds.

• The opponents are walking around the house, but the player does not know exactly where they are. Attacks are always sudden.
• Boris can defend himself, minimizing the damage.

• The game has a system for creating items from four resources.
• A player can make and use traps. Some will show the enemy for a short time, and some will stun him.

• When the enemy is trapped, he can be attacked directly.
• The main goal of the player is to get out of the house by opening five doors, so player have to explore hospice.

• Boris' memory is not stable and over time he will forget the architecture of the house, which will lead to the changes in
locations.

• Boris takes meds to stabilize memory. Meds save the game.

The game shares the universe with the Line, however playing the Line is not necessary to understand the plot of Blind Boris.
http://store.steampowered.com/app/738760/the_Line/
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Very low effort was put into this PC port. They didn't even add the most rudimentary keyboard controls.. Let me start from
basics, I didn\u2019t like the game. Mechanics is not intuitive, if it was 2014 game I wouldn\u2019t say anything but it is
supposed to be new\u2026 dragging objects you want to use instead of clicking and hoping you\u2019ll hit just the right spot,
moving back and forward to pick up the same item that is used in two scenes, map that requires 3 clicks before you can move to
desired area, simply annoying.
The description of the game says \u201cunbelievable investigation\u201d but I only got bored and confused. The makers were
trying to put it all into one story, mysterious murders, occultism, elites lives, ghosts, visions, portals\u2026. And because of that
it felt random and illogical.
\u201cStunning hidden object scenes\u201d, well, maybe, but that doesn\u2019t justify using each scene twice (!) simply by
changing the list of objects we are searching for.
Alternate day and night scenes\u2026. Let\u2019s be clear, it could be interesting, but the main character finds his
grandfather\u2019s watch, discovers it can change daytime to nighttime and just accepts it, naturally this type of things happen
all the time, I don\u2019t know why was I surprised. He also doesn\u2019t use it when it could be very useful, just in two
scenes.
\u201cVariety of minigames and enigmas\u201d, that one is true. Unfortunately, variety means \u201coddity\u201d and you
spend more time trying to figure out what they want from you than actually solving it.
\u201cIntriguing characters at the heart of a quest into the underground world\u201d, possibly, but none of them got introduced
properly so you will not have a chance to be intrigued. And when it comes to the underground. Cut scenes with the character
walking through underground tunnels, arrrgh! I\u2019m pretty sure it is there (multiple times) just to make the game seem
longer than it actually is and to irritate the players.
The game is around 2 hours long but it feels much longer, not in a good way. When I finished I was happy to find out there is no
bonus chapter.
To summarize, I do not recommend the game for the above reasons, if it was older game, I could forgive some of the
drawbacks. The short list of pros doesn\u2019t balance the long list of cons.
. Latest update seems to have ruined the game. Airplane is pratically uncontrollable now for some reason. The 3D cloud update
is hammering the **** out of my GTX i7-8700k (4.8Ghz) GTX1080ti setup...I mean how the hell is that happening? A once
good game spolit...Not good :(

Addendum: a patch has just been released which "completely" fixes the performance issues I experienced (above). In addition it
seems to have now fixed the control issues with my Xbox controller.
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The game is back to been perfect again :o). Great little game to test out VR, short but fun.. The puzzles were really confusing
and the instructions were too vague. It played like a game that is much older. It seemed pretty clunky.
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Best bowling game ever made !!!!!!. Great game, fitting length for the price (about $8), the combat was fun and clever, the
soundtrack was cool and the art was nice and creative, especially in the fantasy settings.

My one complaint is that the game autosaved, so it was a hassle to see all the choices I could take in the interactive segments,
but it's not that big of a deal once you learn to roll with it.

If you have an afternoon to spend, give this a shot.. John Wick's Daughter Simulator 2018

- 8.49/10

Pros:
- Cheap
- Various graphic options
- Training your fingering skill ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)

Cons:
- no buttons remap option
- only 1 map to play (dev should add more)
- repeating background music. Steam is great but this is the worst steam game I've ever tried.
. We played this, and while we was very happy with the graphics and the story was very lovely and the gameplay was really
great!. the game constantly error'd on us and we had to restart the laptop everytime we loaded up the game.

If I could give this game a rating, i'd give it 7\/10, if you could fix the errors it would go up to 10\/10 instantly. A Rose Among
Thorns!

It's a genuine pleasure to write a great review for a company who cares. I am a huge RPG fan and, over the years, I've looked at
hundreds (and tried dozens) of turned-based RPGs. The Last Warlock represents hours of research on my part. So far, I
consider it the best turn-based RPG-battle game I own and I've been playing the Android version since its release. The depth,
attention to detail, ease of use, and enjoyment, make this game a true rose among thorns. This game has my full endorsement.
Get it and you'll understand how strategy games are supposed to be written, but be prepared, you have to use your brain and
cannot rely on finger dexterity (that's why I love turn-based solutions).. Well, this is the first review this game has got in english.

The intent I originally had when I bought this game was to study chinese. To be more precise, to study chinese with simplified
characters. By the time of this review, it seems that only chinese players knew and reviewed the game, so that was a bonus to
me: a game originally made for a chinese audience.

The game itself is a basic and fun tactic RPG game. Since I am still learning to read mandarin, and most of the time I'm
translating phrases to learn, I'm still struggling at understanding the spells, but it isn't rocket science. It's what you would
basically expect in a Tactical-RPG game: use spells, manage your character's positions, win battles and repeat. For a game this
cheap, it's good.

To me, a chinese language student, the informal nature of the lore (as far as I understand, it's a group of friends playing desktop
RPG) helps me understand a bit about casual dialogue in chinese, and since this game uses a standard font for chinese
characters, translating them with Google Translate's camera is easy. It might feel like the generic Sans-Serif for us, westerners,
but I thank the developers for making my studies easier.

As many of the players reviewed, this game has no BGM. A bit weird, but nothing that a good ol' playlist can't fix. Probably this
is one of the first games of the developer, and I say that this is a step in the right direction.
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